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The Politics of Mental Health Care in Nova Scotia: The Case of the Halifax County Hospital, 1940-1976

AFTER THE SECOND WORLD WAR, significant changes occurred in the care of the mentally ill in Canada as the government moved toward the adoption of national health insurance. Reforms were encouraged by the introduction in 1948 of federal health grants channelled through the provinces to train mental health professionals, construct new facilities and support research. In return for the injection of federal funds, the mental hospitals controlled by the provinces were required to admit patients free of charge. Subsequently, mental hospitals were excluded from the provisions of the Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act of 1958, an exclusion that became more serious as the federal health grants were phased out. Some of the provinces – Ontario (in part), Quebec and Nova Scotia – eventually corrected this anomaly. Nova Scotia, which adopted hospital insurance in 1959, extended coverage to its mental hospitals in 1966 and 1967.\footnote{Clyde Marshall, “Bringing the Mental Hospitals under the Hospital Insurance Commission in Nova Scotia”, \textit{Canadian Psychiatric Association Journal}, 13, 1 (1968), pp. 9-16; C.A. Roberts, “Viewpoint: Development of Mental Health Services and Psychiatry in Canada: Lessons from the Past; Problems of the Present; and the Future”, \textit{Canadian Journal of Psychiatry}, 34, 4 (May 1989), pp. 291-8.}

The records of one of those hospitals, the Halifax County Hospital (HCH), the hospital that is the subject of this paper, indicate that the new government financing was implemented in halting, uncertain stages. While the hospital’s management and administration welcomed federally enhanced provincial funding for construction, drugs, staffing and programming, the fate of the patients depended on system-wide improvements that were slow in coming. Ultimately, it was the social-welfare legislation of the late-1950s and mid-1960s (also made possible by federal funding) as much as the health care reforms that determined mental health practice.

Each mental hospital in Canada experienced the political and economic changes of the post-war period differently and was influenced not only by federal and provincial policies but also by its location, staff, management and the composition of its patient population. All of these hospitals, however, shared certain key developments. Hospital practice was revolutionized by changes in treatment, especially by the transition to community care and the introduction of effective drug therapy. Prominent among the measures that led to the depopulation of the mental hospitals were the unlocking of doors, encouragement of short-term leave, introduction of new social therapies and rehabilitative programming, establishment of out-patient services, day-care and night programmes, access to sheltered workshops, initiation of support services, and introduction of restorative care. Nova Scotia, however, implemented this change with great caution.

This paper is part of a wider study of mental illness and mental health policy in 20th-century Nova Scotia. The research is funded by an Associated Medical Services Inc. Hannah Grant-in-Aid.
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groups for ex-patients, and the provision of assisted-care living arrangements in foster or group homes. At the same time, the introduction in the 1950s of chlorpromazine as an anti-psychotic and in the 1960s of imiprimine as an anti-depressant heralded the replacement of the sedatives and crude physical treatments – insulin shock and psychosurgery – by effective chemical substances. These changes in psychiatric practice are what set this study of a post-Second World War facility apart from those of the asylum era, which have tended to capture the attention of social historians in Canada. Traditional institutional histories, which include the post-war period in their scope, have been left to local historians and former staff who have focused mainly on full-service psychiatric hospitals like the Waterford and the Brandon or on the 20th-century generation of active-treatment centres such as the Toronto Psychiatric Hospital. Some of the publications have been commissioned volumes with an emphasis on “progress” – Cahan’s history, for example, of the Douglas Hospital in Verdun – and those that mark an anniversary have been celebratory in tone. There is nothing celebratory about the story of the Halifax County Hospital.

Nova Scotia’s Mental Health Culture

The specific course of a hospital’s development was affected by the particular mental health culture of the jurisdiction in which it was located. With the exception of Quebec’s religious institutions and Ontario’s long-lasting private asylum in Guelph, Canada’s mental hospitals were public. In Nova Scotia the public mental hospital system had a two-tiered structure that separated the care of the newly diagnosed sick from those assessed to be chronically ill by placing them, not in different wards or buildings, but in different hospitals. Unlike some provinces, which experimented with separating the two populations in the early-20th century by establishing acute-care hospitals, Nova Scotia’s first-tier, acute-care institution preceded the establishment of those hospitals devoted to the care of the incurable.

2 It was not deinstitutionalization for reasons explained by Nancy J. Herman and Colin M. Smith, “Mental Hospital Depopulation in Canada: Patient Perspectives”, Canadian Journal of Psychiatry, 34, 5 (June 1989), pp. 386-91.
5 Patricia O’Brien, Out of Mind, Out of Sight: A History of the Waterford Hospital (St. John’s, 1988); Kurt Refvik, A Centennial History of the Brandon Asylum, Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases, Brandon Mental Health Centre (Brandon, 1991); Edward Shorter, ed., TPH: History and Memories of the Toronto Psychiatric Hospital, 1925-1966 (Toronto, 1996).
7 Moran, Committed to the State Asylum; Warsh, Moments of Unreason.
8 Two such institutions were the Winnipeg Psychopathic Hospital and the Toronto Psychiatric Hospital. See H.C. Hendrie and J. Varsamis, “The Winnipeg Psychopathic Hospital, 1919-1969: An Experiment in Community Psychiatry”, Canadian Psychiatric Association Journal, 16, 2 (April 1971), pp. 185-6 and Shorter, TPH: History and Memories of the Toronto Psychiatric Hospital.
This institution, the Nova Scotia Hospital on the Dartmouth side of Halifax Harbour, opened in 1858 and was owned and operated by the government of Nova Scotia. On the other hand, the second tier, comprising the custodial, chronic-care hospitals, most of which were established in the late-19th century, were funded and run by the municipalities. They consisted in the late 1940s of 17 municipal mental hospitals (designated county, district or town/city) located in 14 of the province’s 18 counties (see Table). The Halifax County Hospital in Cole Harbour, outside of Dartmouth, was one of them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1949</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>1959</th>
<th>1969</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annapolis</td>
<td>(Bridgetown)</td>
<td>Annapolis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argyle</td>
<td>(Argyle)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton</td>
<td>(Sydney River)</td>
<td>Cape Breton</td>
<td>Cape Breton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clare</td>
<td>(Meteghan)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colchester</td>
<td>(Princeport)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumberland</td>
<td>(Pugwash)</td>
<td>Cumberland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digby</td>
<td>(Marshalltown)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Hants</td>
<td>(South Maitland)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halifax</td>
<td>(Halifax)</td>
<td>Halifax City</td>
<td>Halifax City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halifax County</td>
<td>(Cole Harbour)</td>
<td>Halifax County</td>
<td>Halifax County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverness</td>
<td>(Mulgrave)</td>
<td>Inverness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings</td>
<td>(Waterville)</td>
<td>Kings</td>
<td>Kings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunenburg</td>
<td>(Dayspring)</td>
<td>Lunenburg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictou</td>
<td>(Riverton)</td>
<td>Pictou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens</td>
<td>(Middlefield)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelburne</td>
<td>(Shelburne)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Hants</td>
<td>(Newport)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Province of Nova Scotia, 70th and 72nd Annual Reports of the Inspector of Humane Institutions, 1955-6 and 1957-8. In addition, in 1949, Annapolis, Kings and Pictou had separate facilities for the sane poor; Barrington and Yarmouth accommodated the sane poor only.

In the late-19th century the aim had been to establish cottage hospitals for the mentally ill in their own communities but, with insufficient funding, most of them had become poor houses or closely associated with a poor house in a province, which had copied the British poor law more faithfully than any other Canadian province.10

9 MacDonald, Mount Hope Then and Now.
Because the county and municipal homes and hospitals were small, isolated and lacked mental health professionals and social amenities, they were harshly criticized in a number of reports between the 1940s and 1960s. Accordingly, when Dr. Clyde Marshall was appointed Nova Scotia’s first director of mental health services in 1947, he set out to reform the mental hospitals and attracted almost universal support.11

In theory, the long-overdue inclusion of the second tier of Nova Scotia’s mental institutions within the provincial health-care orbit should have been a positive development for patients and staff. All of the hospitals stood to benefit from modernization – better buildings, professional rather than untrained staff, programming for patients and management accountability. In practice, however, each step forward was accompanied by two steps back. Some of the problems had to do with long delays on the part of a provincial government dependent on the new cost-sharing arrangements introduced by Ottawa. Other problems centred on the loss of local control when new bureaucracies became involved, the emergence of turf wars between the provincial departments of health and of welfare, and endless “nickel-and-diming” by all levels of government. The campaign to reduce the patient population provides a telling illustration of the fits and starts associated with changes in the 1950s and 1960s. Such reductions did not proceed in a smooth, linear fashion. Indeed, the evaluation of institutions by the department of health, which coincided with the classification of patients by the department of welfare, meant that when the Halifax County Hospital was assessed to be one of the best, its “catchment” area was expanded so that the department of health could use it to accommodate patients formerly housed in institutions that failed to meet the provincially imposed standards for mental hospitals. The Halifax County facility became an overcrowded hospital virtually paralysed by uncertainty as to its role in the “system”.

As the Appendix helps to illustrate, the jurisdictional features of the Halifax County Hospital (and its companion institutions) were multi-layered in complexity and subject to change. The HCH buildings and land belonged to Halifax County.

11 The post-war studies which revealed poor conditions in the municipal mental institutions include a confidential report in 1948 by Dr. Robert Prosser on the institutionalized insane which was commissioned by Clyde Marshall, Marshall’s own survey of the Halifax City Home in 1951, Dr. Chester Stewart’s survey of Nova Scotia’s health facilities for the federal advisory committee on the National Health Grants in 1949-51, Judge Pottier’s commission of inquiry into the management of the Cape Breton Hospital in 1957 (Report of the Royal Commission on the Cape Breton Hospital) and the 1961 brief of the Medical Society of Nova Scotia to the federal Royal Commission on Health Services. On the Cape Breton Hospital, see Terry MacLean, Asylum: A History of the Cape Breton Hospital, 1906-1996 (Sydney, 1966). Internationally, this was the period of the most severe attacks on asylum-based psychiatry by social scientists and mental health workers. A useful summary of the arguments of the main post-war critics is provided by Peter Sedgwick, Psycho Politics: Laing, Foucault, Goffman, Szasz, and the Future of Mass Psychiatry (New York, 1982). Kathleen Jones explores the way ideological developments interacted with psychopharmacological discoveries and political reforms in Asylums and After. A Revised History of the Mental Health Services: From the Early 18th Century to the 1990s (London, 1993), ch.10. Gerald N. Grob concludes his third volume of the history of mental illness in the United States with an assessment of the anti-psychiatrists. See From Asylum to Community: Mental Health Policy in Modern America (Princeton, 1991), ch. 11.
Although nominally the responsibility of the Halifax County Council, which oversaw its day-to-day operations by means of a management board both before and after the advent of provincial funding, the HCH was also supposed to be subject to provincial scrutiny through a variety of mechanisms. One was the annual inspection by the director of humane institutions, who reported to the provincial department of health. The inspector also had considerable responsibility for the admission and release of patients. Another check was a municipally appointed visiting committee that by the 1960s was required to report to provincial government authorities about the conditions it encountered. A third mechanism dates from 1958 when the provincial department of health began to provide partial funding for operations. One of the conditions was the requirement that the board include provincial appointees among its membership and ensure that a majority of its members be drawn from outside the municipal council, a regulation that continued in the 1960s under the Nova Scotia Hospital Insurance Commission (NSHIC), the body responsible for the national health insurance programme in the province.

The division between municipal and provincial responsibilities was not the only political aspect of the hospital’s administration because the HCH operated as a health, welfare and penal institution for the province. Its health services were increasingly brought under the control of provincial authorities both directly through the office of the director of mental health services in the department of health and indirectly through the medical administration of the Nova Scotia Hospital, which the director supervised. An additional administrative layer, represented by the NSHIC, was gradually introduced between the 1959 introduction of subsidized care in most general hospitals and the 1966 official financial takeover of the municipal mental hospitals by the commission. Provincial scrutiny meant that all increases in expenses desired by the municipality – including renovations and staffing – had to be approved by the authorities in Halifax. Until the municipal hospitals were covered by hospital insurance, most charges for patient care were billed to the patient’s district of settlement, a legacy of the poor law that had been eliminated at the Nova Scotia Hospital under the terms of the federal mental health grants. Welfare services were also subject to provincial oversight. As Nova Scotia’s welfare bureaucracy expanded to administer federal funding through the provincial Social Assistance Act of 1958, it became more involved in hospital operations as the authority for securing welfare patients (whether old, physically disabled or mentally challenged) alternative places to live either as residents in congregate homes or as boarders in foster or group homes in the community. Because of their eligibility for support under the Canada Assistance Plan of 1966, many post-mentally ill patients, discharged into the community, also came under the supervision of the provincial department of welfare. That department’s continued involvement – indeed its takeover of the Halifax County Hospital in the 1970s – was dictated by further provisions of provincial health and federal welfare legislation.

The third government department involved in the HCH and other mental hospitals was the provincial attorney general’s office, which was responsible for forensic psychiatric cases – especially the disposition of patients with criminal records confined under lieutenant governor’s warrants as either unfit to stand trial or not guilty by reason of insanity. These inmates were, in effect, wards of the lieutenant governor and detained at his pleasure. Some of these cases were remanded to the HCH.
Regardless of their status, people deemed insane and committed to the Halifax County Hospital as transfers from the Nova Scotia Hospital would already have been certified by two medical practitioners. The non-warrant patients tended to be the outcasts of society, especially of their families. There were also direct admissions to the HCH, but they were supposed to be restricted to people – such as the senile and the retarded – who would demonstrably be unable to benefit from assessment and treatment in the acute-care facility. With the implementation of the Municipal Mental Hospitals Act in 1966, the grounds for committal of all patients became subject to regular review; voluntary admission, as an alternative to committal, was encouraged and judicial review to secure release was instituted.12

For the administration of the Halifax County Hospital we have identified five successive phases between its rebuilding in 1940 and its re-invention in the late 1970s as the Halifax County Regional Rehabilitation Centre: establishment, flux, modernization, catharsis and limbo.

The Establishment of the HCH (1940-51)

The Halifax County Home and Mental Hospital, built on a scenic, 200-acre site at Cole Harbour, accepted its first patients in 1940 when a new building was opened to replace the previous municipal poor law institution and asylum, which had burned down in 1929.13 The new HCH was largely custodial, with its patients and paupers drawn mostly from Halifax County. The institution was not, however, entirely divorced from new trends in psychiatric treatment. At the request of medical officer Peter Hebb, a general practitioner, the board – comprised of municipal councillors and the county warden – bought an electroshock machine. Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) commenced in 1943, only a year after the sole university psychiatrist of the day and an avid proponent of ECT, Dr. R.O. Jones, had initiated this treatment at the Halifax City Home and the same year that the treatment was introduced at the Nova Scotia Hospital, where a full array of physical therapies was in vogue including insulin coma and lobotomies.14 Although the HCH was not designated by the provincial department of health as a therapeutic centre, the board’s eagerness to treat patients on its own initiative may have had the benefit of encouraging the attending physician to take a greater interest in the patients and to make the daily visits mandated by law.15

In this first phase, the only programming provided for patients consisted of labour in the hospital or on the hospital farm for a capable minority, occasional religious

13 In the interim the Halifax County cases had been housed in the Halifax City Home, soon to be known as the Halifax Mental Hospital and replaced in the 1970s by the Abbie J. Lane Memorial Hospital. For the earlier operation of the HCH, see Harry Chapman, Along the Cole Harbour Road: A Journey through 1765-2003 (Dartmouth, 2003).
14 Report of County Home Medical Officer, 1 January 1944, and Report of the Tenders and Public Property Committee (TPPC), Minutes and Reports of . . . Municipal Council of County of Halifax, 1944, pp. 80, 82; transcript of interview with R.O. Jones, Canadian Medical Association President, 1965-66, R.O. Jones Papers, box 1, file 2, Dalhousie University Archives (DUA); programme for 50th Anniversary of the Nova Scotia Division, Canadian Mental Health Association, CMHA National Conference, Halifax, 12-14 June 1958, Jones Papers, box 12, file 11, DUA.
15 Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1923, c. 53: “Of Local Asylums for Harmless Insane”.
services and films shown once a month by the first recreational volunteers, members of a local Kiwanis club. For an institution of 260 patients, including about 65 indigents – undifferentiated between certified and uncertified, children and adults, tubercular and non-tubercular, but segregated by sex and class (there were paying patients) – the health-care staff consisted of only about 20 largely untrained attendants. In 1947, the year of the first courtesy visit by Clyde Marshall as provincial director of mental health services, the only registered nurses (RNs) at the HCH were administrators – the superintendent Edward V. Smith and his wife Vera, the matron – and the only physician, Peter Hebb, was employed at the hospital in a part-time capacity. Those patients transferred from the Nova Scotia Hospital, because of their presumed incurability, either suffered from organic brain disease or were “burnt out” from chronic psychosis (described by one informant as catatronics and simple schizophrenics). The Nova Scotia Hospital report for 1947, a typical year, reveals that its transfers to the municipal mental hospitals, including the HCH, for long-term (often life-long) custodial care equaled nearly one-third of the Nova Scotia Hospital’s admissions. The year 1948 saw a somewhat ominous change in the relationship between the Nova Scotia Hospital and the municipal institutions, when legal provision was made for patients held under lieutenant governor’s warrants as criminally insane to be among those transferred to municipal care.

At the HCH, the attrition rate among the untrained, partially live-in staff who tried to manage the assorted population was extremely high. An in-service training programme for attendants offered in 1944 was not revived until 1954, probably because it was considered a poor investment in staff who would not stay. The county council, which operated the hospital with municipal tax funds, blamed the staff turnover on low wages – as low as $60 a month for ward attendants in 1950 – and on the remote location, which was not served by any form of public transportation. Since the municipal authorities always put the interests of taxpayers first, they were not inclined to favour improvements for the staff. Despite its striking lack of resources, the HCH was, according to Clyde Marshall, “the only municipal institution in the province worthy of praise”, a comment

16 Reports of the TPPC, the Medical Health Officer, County Home, and the Visiting Committee for 1947, Minutes and Reports of . . . Municipal Council of County of Halifax, 1948, pp. 82-3, 140. Information on staff numbers is not readily available. The figure here is based on data for 1949: Halifax County Hospital Collection (HCH), Minutes, Salary list, 6 May 1949, Nova Scotia Archives and Record Management (NSARM), RG 25, series E, vol.1, no.1. The HCH collection has been de-accessioned by NSARM but, after the closure of the Halifax County Regional Rehabilitation Centre in 2002, the papers were retrieved from the provincial department of community services for purposes of this research project.

17 Dr. Hebb was nevertheless progressive enough to advocate a “parole” (leave) policy for patients who had achieved a stable condition. See Hebb’s letter, 2 November 1943, included in HCH, Minutes, 9 November 1943, vol.1, no.1 as well as Joan Cummings, former social worker at the Nova Scotia Hospital, interview by authors, Halifax, 2005.


19 Provided for by an amendment to the Nova Scotia Hospital Act, 1948, c. 24.

20 HCH, Minutes, 6 October and 6 November 1944, vol. 1, no. 1; HCH, Minutes, 6 May 1954, vol. 1, no. 2.
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which was more condemnatory of the other municipal institutions than complimentary of the HCH. Until the mid-1950s Marshall had no authority over the municipal institutions. They were subject to an annual inspection by Dr. J.J. MacRitchie, the province’s inspector of humane institutions, whose duties were governed by the provincial statutes of 1923 that dictated the management procedures for all the municipal mental hospitals. Nonetheless, Marshall’s appointment and the initiation in 1948 of the federal health grant programme were prophetic developments for the HCH.

A State of Flux at the HCH (1952-58)

The scale of the hospital’s operation and the influence of the provincial government both increased during the 1950s. In 1952, as a result of overcrowding, a second building – constructed with the help of a federal-provincial hospital construction grant – was opened and the complex officially adopted the name “hospital” and dropped “home”. Although at the time the funding under the new national health policy initiative was seen as a great coup, the resulting admission of more patients created even greater problems. While the available space was doubled, the number of patients was also doubled, peaking at 600 in 1955. And while more staff members were hired, they became vastly overworked as the expanded hospital was transformed into a dumping ground for severely and chronically ill bed patients – mental and physical – from numerous municipalities with inadequate or no facilities. Several of the small municipal institutions were closed after Marshall replaced MacRitchie as provincial inspector in 1955 and the slack had to be taken up by the remaining hospitals, which increasingly admitted residents from outside their own area. With a greater patient load at the HCH, staff turnover among the young, easily discouraged workforce was worse than ever. Of the 60 members on the nursing staff in 1954, for example, 34 had been hired that very year and 19 of the remaining 26 the previous year. Fully aware that the work was unattractive and that even the better competitors such as the Nova Scotia Hospital were having difficulty retaining staff, Superintendent E.V. Smith tried, largely unsuccessfully, to recruit in the poorer, more remote rural areas like Guysborough and Richmond counties. When he

22 HCH, Minutes, 7 July 1947, vol. 1, no. 1.
23 Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1923, c. 51 and c. 53. In an interview by Judith Fingard and John Rutherford with Andrew J. Crook, former executive director of the Canadian Mental Health Association, Nova Scotia Division, in Dartmouth in 2003, the inadequacy of MacRitchie’s inspectorate was emphasized.
24 Kathleen Jones describes the period between 1954 and 1959 as “years of therapeutic flux” for psychiatry. See Jones, Asylums and After, p. 150.
27 See salary information considered by the Welfare Committee on 7 September 1954, which gives date of hiring for each employee, in HCH, Salaries, vol. 7, no. 1.
28 Superintendent E.V. Smith offered wages, “room, board, laundry and uniforms, starting at $65, and after three months, $70 and after 2-3 years up to $85”. In 1953 he tried Cape Breton again as well as the Musquodoboit Valley. See HCH, Minutes, 7 July 1952 and 24 June 1953, vol. 1, no. 2.
claimed to be losing his “best staff” in 1954, he secured from the county council salary increases averaging about 50 per cent for all the nursing staff and skilled trades people, but the better remuneration appears not to have halted the high rate of staff changes.29 Interestingly, however, at a time when most levels of government discouraged the employment of married women in the public service, the most reliable staff at the HCH were married women who assumed responsible positions in nursing, housekeeping, dietetics and occupational therapy.

Personnel policies, as much as low wages, discouraged retention. One board member claimed in 1953 that “living-in turns many prospective staff people away from the hospital”.30 Staff living quarters afforded no social focus. Because of the lack of transportation, there was little opportunity for employees to go to town for a break. Moreover, since the staff quarters were not in a separate building, the employees were “never away from the sounds and smells of the hospital”.31 The wife of the assistant superintendent between 1948 and 1959 served as ward attendant, dietitian to the bed patients and assistant to the medical officer during ECT sessions. She recalls that the hospital apartment in which her family first resided was on the main floor of the older building, beneath which was located the cell block where disturbed patients were locked away in solitary confinement until their behaviour improved. When her mother visited, she was frightened by the unearthly noises emanating from beneath the family’s lodgings.32

Given these circumstances, it was hardly surprising that drinking by both attendants and patients was frequently detected in the staff quarters and the wards. This was a major cause of dismissal of employees.33 Whatever their transgressions, staff (frequently misfits themselves and occasionally, in fact, ex-patients) were treated by management more like disobedient children than employees with rights. Indeed, employees’ “rights” (let alone patients’ rights) were not acknowledged. For example, the board claimed “a vacation is not a right but a privilege”.34 Employee complaints and problems were dealt with on a case-by-case basis. With respect to injuries, it was not until 1960 that the HCH joined the provincial workers’ compensation programme.

29 This was after increases had already been given to employees who completed the revived in-service training course in 1954. See HCH, Minutes, 6 and 20 May, 7 September and 20 October 1954, vol. 1, no. 2. The board proposed the increases to the county council as the hospital’s first salary scale. See Report of the Welfare Committee for 1954, Minutes and Reports of . . . Municipal Council of County of Halifax, 1955, p. 153.
30 HCH, Minutes, 6 January 1953, vol. 1, no. 2.
31 This is an opinion of a staff member; see HCH, Minutes, 17 April 1956, vol. 1, no. 3.
33 The superintendent reported dismissals to the board at the monthly meetings. Pressure for separate staff quarters came from the visiting committee (non-councillors). The lack of enthusiasm on the part of the councillors was largely on financial grounds but the deputy warden of the county also thought that discipline was a consideration, suggesting that “a separate residence would make it more difficult for Mr. Smith to supervise his staff”. See Minutes, 10 March 1953, Minutes and Reports of . . . Municipal Council of County of Halifax, 1953, p. 34.
34 Admittedly it was “usually granted”. See HCH, Minutes, 12 December 1952, vol. 1, no. 2. The husband and wife team of administrators were also hard on themselves, refusing to go on vacation together on the pretext that it was “much less trouble for one of them to stay at home while the other is away rather than to be bothered by telephone calls continually while they are away”. See HCH, Minutes, 8 April 1952, vol. 1, no. 2 and 7 January 1955, vol. 1, no. 3.
When a staff member broke an arm in the kitchen in 1954, payment of her hospital bill was at the discretion of the board, which in this case accepted the liability. For patients, too, the work could be dangerous. One young woman who worked in the laundry got her arm caught in a mangle and was badly injured.

Low salaries and paternalistic employment practices were bad enough, but long hours and unfulfilling duties also contributed to the continued shortage of staff. In June 1952, after losing 12 of his employees or about 15 per cent of his workforce, Superintendent Smith admitted that a 10-hour day as well as working with insane patients scared off most job-seekers. With a total of 80 hard-pressed staff (nursing and others), it is not surprising that patient labour became essential to the operation of the hospital. Indeed, in 1954, shortly after a programme of occupational therapy was first mooted by the hospital’s watchdog visiting committee, the superintendent claimed such a programme was not needed because those patients who were able to work already did so in the hospital building or grounds.

The decade of the 1950s was nonetheless an exciting time therapeutically. The single most significant contribution for improving staffing and prospects for patients came from the introduction of the new psychotropic drug, chlorpromazine. Developed in France in 1951 and introduced to Canada in 1953, it revolutionized institutional drug therapy for schizophrenic conditions, the treatment of which had formerly relied on the use of debilitating sedatives. Chlorpromazine was first used at the HCH in 1955. Dr. Frank Malcolm, the hospital’s ex-army medical officer, soon reported that patients in the disturbed wards who had been “stark raving maniacs . . . have become almost sane people through the administration of largactil [the trade name for chlorpromazine] in proper quantities”, while adding “the possibilities of improvement are amazing and practically unlimited in most types of patients”. The need to administer, calibrate and monitor these potentially dangerous drugs (too large a dose can produce Parkinson-like symptoms) resulted in Malcolm being made a full-time employee in 1956. Because the new drug therapy was expensive, both in terms of the drug itself and the additional medical and nursing requirements, the hospital asked for $100 vacation pay in 1955 to the wife of a maintenance man with 10 years’ service when he was sent to the sanitarium with TB. This was designed to sustain the family, which included five children, until the first instalment of a mother’s allowance was paid. In 1957 an employee of nine years’ standing was given a one-month bereavement leave and a promise of retroactive half-pay on his return to work. See HCH Minutes, 22 September 1953, vol. 1, no. 2.

They received a gratuity, either $2 a month in cash or payment in cigarettes, candy, etc. See HCH Minutes, 22 September 1953, vol. 1, no. 2.

They received a gratuity, either $2 a month in cash or payment in cigarettes, candy, etc. See HCH Minutes, 22 September 1953, vol. 1, no. 2.

Arguably the health care professional who had the greatest impact on the quality of life of patients in 1956 was not the physician but the dentist. During the first nine months of Dr. Valija
for financial help from the province.42 This request gave Marshall the leverage he needed to encourage the HCH over the next few years to qualify for approval as a provincially administered psychiatric institution under his plans for upgrading the standards of the municipal mental hospitals. In the process, however, it became apparent that provincial bureaucratic procedures took far longer to produce results than the municipal ones and that civil servants, not hospital administrators, now called the shots. The HCH was made to wait for provincial approval of every improvement its board sanctioned. For instance, authorization to appoint an occupational therapist took over a year of negotiation in 1956-7.43 Meanwhile, changes in provincial legislation in 1954 gave the province more control over the admission and discharge of patients in the municipal hospitals and provided the first evidence that rehabilitation might become part of mental health services through the enactment of a provision for trial periods of release of up to 90 days.44 Excluded, like all mental hospitals across Canada, from the cost-sharing arrangements of the federal hospital insurance scheme that came into effect in Nova Scotia in 1959, the municipal mental hospitals had to address their escalating costs through negotiations with the provincial authorities who themselves had no resources designated for that purpose.45

In 1958, after the department of health consulted with the Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities, a set of provincial standards was presented to the managers of the 15 remaining municipal mental hospitals.46 Institutions which could meet, or show evidence of the ability to meet, minimum requirements relating to such matters as administration, records, staffing, building safety and programming were able to qualify for provincial financial assistance. Several inducements designed to secure cooperation were included: 1) what seemed like generous funds to establish two tuberculosis units for mental patients (in 1957, a total of 154 active or suspected cases were found in 12 of the hospitals); 2) provision, free of charge, of the now indispensable anti-psychotic drugs along with a training course at the Nova Scotia Hospital on their administration (held on 12 January 1958); 3) provincial funds to cover one-third of a hospital’s operating expenses (increased in 1962 to one-half); 4) consultation services in

---

Aunins’ dental clinic at HCH, 1648 teeth were extracted from 498 patients much to the satisfaction of the superintendent who boasted about the beneficial elimination of septic mouths. See Report of Medical Officer, 1955, Minutes and Reports of . . . Municipal Council of County of Halifax, 1956, p. 84 and HCH, Minutes, 6 June 1956 as well as 8 January and 6 September 1957, vol. 1, no. 3.


43 HCH, Minutes, 10 July, 10 September, 9 October and 13 November 1956, vol. 1, no. 3. According to the salary files, Wopkje Zwaan was hired on 15 November 1957. See salary list 1964 which gives details on dates of employment in HCH, Salaries, vol. 7, no. 1. As an occupational therapist (OT) trainee, Zwaan was sent on the six-month training course in Kingston, Ontario in 1958-9. She remained as the mainstay of the OT department until her resignation in late 1968. See HCH, Minutes, 19 September 1968, vol. 2, no. 1.

44 Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, Local Asylums Act, 1954, c. 160. Shortly before he became premier, Robert Stanfield claimed that the provincial government had the power to influence the staffing of the municipal mental hospitals. See Chronicle Herald (Halifax), 5 April 1956 press clipping, CMHA scrapbook, MG 20, vol. 1457, NSARM.


46 On the approval of the standards, see letter from Marshall included in HCH, Minutes, 6 June 1958, vol. 1, no. 4.
psychiatry and nutrition and 5) assistance with in-service psychiatric training programmes for all levels of staff. Of the nine hospitals that tried to qualify for provincial assistance, four succeeded, including the HCH. The HCH was also one of the two mental hospitals cajoled into accommodating a provincial tuberculosis unit for the insane. This unit proved to be an expensive liability but also, until it was removed in 1966, a short-term bargaining chip for the hospital in its relations with the province.

The 1950s also saw the beginnings of serious volunteer work at the HCH as the mental health movement spread across the province. The Dartmouth branch of the Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA), established in 1957, initiated a ten-year period of expanded activities culminating in the establishment of the hospital’s own auxiliary to organize activities and coordinate visits by the organization’s “White Cross” volunteers as well as by service, church and youth groups.

Modernization at the HCH (1959-65)
The involvement and influence of key individuals cleared the way for modernization at the HCH in the early 1960s. Prominent among them were two new municipal councillors, Eileen Stubbs, a registered nurse, and Percy Baker, a businessman. Both were elected to the county council at the end of the 1950s. In 1959 Councillor Stubbs made an unexpected visit to the hospital and, not liking what she saw, reported her concerns to the press. Both she and Baker, a man with a mission when it came to the mentally ill, were soon appointed to the hospital’s board. Baker served as chair of the board from 1961 to 1971 and as hospital administrator himself from 1971 to 1984. Stubbs was a relentless crusader for transparency and efficiency until she left the county to enter politics in the new city of Dartmouth in 1961. She often returned to the HCH, however, to visit and became a member of the board again briefly in 1972 before being elected mayor of Dartmouth in 1973. One of Stubbs’ first moves was to ensure that procedures at the HCH were scrutinized by the commission of inquiry into Halifax municipal administration, which she instigated in 1960. While the commission’s report blamed the municipal staff more than the hospital for the financial division of authority between the municipal clerk and the hospital’s business manager – a situation which had forced Superintendent Smith to borrow from the patients’ trust funds – a combination of

47 The government’s conditions and standards are printed in Marshall’s third report as Inspector of Humane Institutions. See 72nd Annual Report of the Inspector of Humane Institutions, 1957-8. See also part 2 of the government of Nova Scotia’s brief to the Royal Commission on Health Services, October 1962, p. 203, paragraph 6, R.O. Jones Papers, box 31, file 7, DUA. It should be noted that the province’s TB hospital in Kentville would not admit mentally ill persons.
49 Members of the Dartmouth branch reported on a visit to the HCH on 10 September 1957. See MG 20, vol. 1475, no. 4, NSARM. Early volunteer activities at the HCH are noted in press clippings in CMHA, Nova Scotia Division scrapbooks, MG 20, vols. 1457 and 1459.
this investigation and revelations of various recent instances of mistreatment of patients increased the pressure for reforms in administration, staffing and therapy. Another significant event, which occurred when Smith saw the writing on the wall and retired early, was the appointment of Eric Davies as the third superintendent in 1959. According to Stubbs, Davies, a lay administrator from the Douglas Hospital in Verdun, “brought the Hospital out of the dark ages.”

Eric Davies introduced modern psychiatric practices including some freedom for patients through open wards and leaves as well as the promotion of rehabilitation and return to the community. This new flexibility, derived from contemporary “milieu therapy”, owed something to Marshall’s support. In accordance with Marshall’s mental health policy, the hospital also proceeded with the classification of patients. The shift from a dual-purpose institution to an active-treatment centre involved classifying elderly and physically disabled people as sane in order to transfer them to community care or to welfare homes (homes for special care and nursing homes, including Ocean View Home in Eastern Passage, which was established as Halifax County’s principal welfare facility for former HCH patients), and certifying as quickly as possible all of the others in order to retain a patient load in the HCH which was financially viable. The driving force behind these developments was the Social Assistance Act which brought federal funds into Nova Scotia for cost-sharing the care of the elderly and disabled poor. Within two years of Davies’ appointment, the hospital benefited from better salaries, in-service training, conference and course travel for staff, adoption of revised personnel policies, appointment of a part-time director of volunteers paid for by the CMHA, reform of the pastoral care services and, at Marshall’s request, closure of the dreary staff quarters. In 1962, despite the institution’s continued staffing problems and complete lack of psychiatric specialists, Marshall – still adept at damning with faint praise – assured the board that the HCH was “certainly the best County Hospital in the Province.”

51 In 1955 the Welfare Council of Halifax heard charges of “brutal treatment” from a former patient. See Minutes of the Executive of the Nova Scotia Society for Mental Hygiene [name changed that year to CMHA, Nova Scotia Division], 26 May 1955, R.O. Jones Papers, box 23, file 11, DUA. In 1956 the superintendent’s younger son was indicted for the rape of a patient the previous year. See HCH, Minutes, 7 September 1955 and 27 January 1956, vol. 1, no. 3. In April 1956 the board held an in-house inquiry into rumours of mistreatment of patients by staff which focused on how patients were disciplined, patient complaint mechanisms and unusual practices, including “sexual sadism”. See HCH, Minutes, 17 April 1956, vol. 1, no. 3.
52 HCH Minutes, 7 October 1960, vol. 1, no. 4; Eileen Stubbs, “See tremendous improvement in Halifax County Hospital facilities”, Dartmouth Free Press, 25 January 1962, p. 1; Cahan, Douglas Hospital, pp. 81, 91.
53 HCH, Minutes, 7 September 1955 and 27 January 1956, vol. 1, no. 3. In April 1956 the board held an in-house inquiry into rumours of mistreatment of patients by staff which focused on how patients were disciplined, patient complaint mechanisms and unusual practices, including “sexual sadism”. See HCH, Minutes, 17 April 1956, vol. 1, no. 3.
54 HCH, Minutes, 7 March 1960, vol. 1, no. 4.
55 Dr. Murray MacKay, superintendent of the Nova Scotia Hospital, confirmed that most HCH patients classed as indigents would have “degenerated mentally to such an extent that they could be tried out in Nova Scotia. See Harry Poulos, former medical director, Nova Scotia Hospital, interview by authors, Dartmouth, 2003.
56 See HCH, Minutes, 9 August and 7 September 1955, vol. 1, no. 3.
57 HCH, Minutes, 9 February 1962, vol. 1, no. 4.
A sincere commitment to rehabilitation combined with the effectiveness of the new generation of drugs resulted, in 1962, in the first placement of patients in foster homes or family care. Unfortunately, Kevin Burns, the hospital's first social worker, who found placements for rehabilitated patients, was lost to a better-paying job in 1964 and HCH was without a replacement for five years. In the interim, municipal welfare officers assumed responsibility for the external aspects of truncated rehabilitation and community residence programmes. In the hospital itself volunteers – mainly well-educated, middle-class women – contributed to the programme by acting as stopgap occupational therapists and social workers. The role of chaplain continued to grow in importance as counselling by professionals, including non-medical ones, became an accepted practice in mental health circles. When the Protestant part-time chaplain died in 1965, the superintendent suggested the replacement should not only be interested in mental health but also be “a Christ-like man who knows these people are sick and cares for them as they are” and “be able to meet patients on their own level and converse at this level”.

The hospital was not so fussy when it came to psychiatrists: any qualified psychiatrist would do. The acquisition of adequate psychiatric help involved many false starts. In 1963 the board finally induced a very experienced, highly regarded, retired government psychiatrist from Ontario, Dr. Daniel O’Gorman Lynch, to take a part-time appointment, but the medical staff was still too small to do even the most routine examinations. Dr. Malcolm estimated in 1966 that, with the available services, it would take one year to give a physical examination to every patient and two-and-one-half years to give every patient a psychiatric evaluation. At the same time, the introduction of intensive, personalized therapies increased the workload and the level of responsibility of an already over-extended nursing staff. Nurses also required a higher level of training of a more specialized nature to deliver these treatments effectively. It was clear that the hospital would have to provide inexperienced nursing staff with in-service training in psychiatric care. Davies was able to improve the salaries of the graduate nurses by adopting the scale recommended by the Registered Nurses’ Association, which meant that by 1965 “the Hospital was obtaining a better calibre of staff members”. That same year a new director of nursing was appointed – the first

58 For the approval of a foster home care programme by the board of management, see HCH, Minutes, 6 July, 8 August and 8 September 1961, vol. 2, no. 4.
59 On Kevin Burns’ appointment in 1962, see HCH, Minutes, 23 May and 6 July 1962, vol. 1, no. 4. Roderick Jessome, who had experience at Weyburn, Saskatchewan’s main psychiatric institution, was appointed in 1969. See HCH, 5 February 1969, vol. 2, no. 2.
60 HCH, Minutes, 26 November 1965, vol. 1, no. 5.
61 It took what Halifax County officials considered a slanderous attack on the HCH by Dr. R.O. Jones, head of Dalhousie’s Department of Psychiatry, in January 1962 to force Marshall to provide a one-half-day-a-week Nova Scotia Hospital psychiatrist to the HCH. See HCH, Minutes, 30 January, 9 February and 9 March 1962, vol. 1, no. 4. See also Patrick Flynn, ed., Dalhousie’s Department of Psychiatry: A Historical Retrospective (Halifax, 1999), p. 92.
62 Lynch had been superintendent of the Ontario hospitals at Kingston and Whitby. See HCH, Minutes, 8 May 1963, vol. 1, no. 5; for Lynch’s career in Nova Scotia, see Flynn, Dalhousie’s Department of Psychiatry, p. 103 as well as The Harbour Light [monthly publication of the HCH patients’ council], 2, 4 (August 1970), p. 4.
64 HCH, Minutes, 8 October 1965, vol. 1, no. 5.
man to hold the position – who had some experience with British social psychiatry from which the HCH began to draw its inspiration. Leslie Havers, who had most recently worked in Ontario, got on very well with Eric Davies, the superintendent. Perhaps not surprisingly, however, these newer administrators, recruited from central Canada, met with some resistance from the older, long-established medical and nursing staff.

While much of the interest in patients displayed by administration and management related to preparing them for independent living in community settings, the most chronic “lifers” also enjoyed greater variety in their institutional lives. Some of the men who needed the hospital’s help on a continuing basis were allowed to go out to work by the day; for others who worked within the hospital, both men and women, a wage scale (instead of the previous standard gratuity) was developed to encourage various levels of attainment. Social events, including group expeditions off the hospital grounds for bowling, indoor swimming and films, became more frequent, and self-expression was encouraged through such activities as a patients’ orchestra. The hospital’s new recreational and devotional centre opened in 1964. That same year the farm, which had been a source of work “therapy” for a small number of male patients, was discontinued because it cost the municipality more than it returned.

The conversion of the HCH to an exclusively psychiatric facility took far longer than the administration had been led to believe by Marshall. The job of classifying existing patients and the process of removing those eligible for social assistance to facilities run by the department of social services or, as the hospital preferred, to community residences, continued for years. As well, several other “special” populations commanded the attention of the board. The hospital worked unceasingly, often in cooperation with the Canadian Association for Retarded Children, to force the provincial government to remove the “grossly retarded” children to facilities which provided better care. Another major concern was the lieutenant governor’s warrant cases. The plight of fisher Charles Perry, a hermit from Ship Harbour on the Eastern Shore who came to Percy Baker’s attention, is a case in point. Before he was hospitalized, Perry’s neighbours used to amuse themselves at night by parking their cars on a rise overlooking his abode and flashing their headlights on and off at his windows. In response Perry finally wrote a letter of complaint to one of his persecutors accusing her of holding drunken parties. The RCMP advised the recipient to prosecute for intimidation, which she did. When Perry arrived in court armed with his Bible, he called the judge a sinner. Charged with contempt of court, the hapless fisher was declared unfit to stand trial on either of the charges and was “dumped” into the Halifax County Hospital. It took the persistence of his sister and the help of his municipal councillor to secure the eventual lifting of the warrant.

---

65 HCH, Minutes, 20 August and 5 October 1965, vol. 1, no. 5.
66 HCH, Minutes, 30 June 1966, vol. 2, no. 1. Nova Scotian mental health care workers who spent time outside the Maritimes tended to draw unfavourable comparisons between local psychiatric hospitals and their counterparts elsewhere in Canada. See the views of Walter Jones, a nursing assistant at the HCH, The 4th Estate (Halifax), 17 April 1969, p. 2, which were challenged by Lynda Lantz, RN, The 4th Estate, 1 May 1969, p. 4.
67 The developments in this period are covered in numerous references in the board minutes. See HCH, Minutes, 1958-1965, vol. 1, nos. 4 and 5.
68 Percy Baker and others at the Halifax County Regional Rehabilitation Centre, interview by ?, 1984, Oral History Collection, no. 94.53.1, Cole Harbour Heritage Farm Museum (CHHFM).
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staff and board object to having to confine indefinitely patients for minor infractions of the law – besides Perry’s so-called threats against a neighbour, their offences included stealing “an old telephone” and breaking a window valued at $2 – they also resented being forced to keep them under lock and key.\(^{69}\) Although Davies boldly started to integrate warrant patients into the normal hospital routines in 1963, and the medical staff put pressure on the attorney general’s department for releases, it required new legislation to ensure that such cases would receive regular review. As the next chapter in the HCH’s existence dawned on 1 January 1966 with the proclamation of the Municipal Mental Hospitals Act, the institution remained on the one hand a prison and, on the other hand, a hospital now open to voluntary admissions and one to which, in the interests of patients’ rights, involuntary commitment became more difficult.\(^{70}\)

A State of Catharsis at the HCH (1966-70)

The fourth phase at HCH presents a far more complicated picture as a result of four developments. First, the majority of patients were drawn from further afield, involving many different jurisdictions, as the smaller and unapproved institutions across the province closed. With only about 20 per cent of the patients now from Halifax County itself, the hospital became more a regional than a strictly municipal institution.\(^{71}\) When some patients appeared to be ready for foster homes, the HCH was confronted for a number of years with the inability of other municipalities in its catchment area (most of the eastern and northern mainland) to provide the social support system essential for placement and follow-up. Second, with the transfer of the children, the “feeble-minded” disabled and the elderly to special care facilities and of the rehabilitated to community care, the patients were now primarily the “very, very disturbed”. These circumstances could have resulted in a return to locked wards, a potential development that the medical staff regarded as regressive.\(^{72}\) Third, the administration had to cope with the Nova Scotia Hospital Insurance Commission (NSHIC), a frustratingly bureaucratic and parsimonious taskmaster, which finally assumed responsibility for the hospital in 1966. The new legislation that accompanied the takeover used more politically correct language – the asylum became the mental hospital – and provided more flexibility regarding both admissions and discharges. The commission itself, however, was blind to the urgent problems related to staffing, patients and treatment. Indeed, Dr. Graham Simms, assistant deputy minister of health and executive director of the NSHIC, outraged the HCH board with his dismissive assertion that short-range problems should not be allowed to interfere with the long-range programme. “Long” was always too long for the board.\(^{73}\) Key critics of the mental hospitals tended to concur. In 1967 Dr. R.O. Jones told a parliamentary gathering that “there are too few doctors, fewer nurses and ward attendants and

---

\(^{69}\) HCH, Minutes, 22 October and 26 November 1965, vol. 1, no. 5 as well as 8 December 1966, vol. 2, no. 1.


\(^{71}\) HCH, Minutes, 31 May 1966, vol. 2, no. 1.

\(^{72}\) HCH, Minutes, 14 April 1966, vol. 2, no. 1.

\(^{73}\) HCH, Minutes, 15 April 1966, vol. 2, no. 1. The Hospital Insurance Commission did not take over direct oversight of the Nova Scotia Hospital until the end of 1967.
practically no social workers or occupational therapists” in the mental hospitals administered by the NSHIC. Fourth, a series of incidents in the late 1960s undermined public confidence in the institution. These included in 1967 a case of brutal treatment of a patient by an attendant, a fatal suicide pact between two male patients, the pregnancy of a promiscuous patient allegedly caused by a hospital worker and, in 1968, a nasty case of brutality and buggery, which led to staff dismissals and criminal charges against an attendant. The resulting poisoned atmosphere encouraged an outraged Chairman Baker and a distressed Superintendent Davies to employ Pinkerton detectives as undercover ward attendants in order to identify other staff engaged in inappropriate activities. Baker also called for a royal commission to look into the operations of the hospital. In response to his request and the concerns of others, the commission convened in 1968 and tabled its final report in 1970.

Throughout the problems of the late 1960s, the rehabilitation programme nevertheless remained on course, although not without considerable disagreement. Havers soon ran afoul of Dr. Malcolm over patient care, procedures for dispensing drugs and, more fundamentally, over the respective roles of the medical officer and the director of nurses. Malcolm disparaged Havers as “only a nurse” and insisted “medical staff had to have control of the nursing staff in any hospital”. Havers not only disagreed, but also secured the support of the superintendent and, through Davies, the board. As a result, both the chief and assistant medical officers resigned in 1966, although Malcolm recovered sufficiently from the assault on his dignity to do some post-retirement consulting. Malcolm’s reluctant successor as chief medical officer (and clinical director), the young and idealistic Dr. John Barteaux, promoted HCH’s new rehabilitative milieu by expanding the occupational therapy programme to include the physical space of the wards themselves in addition to the dedicated occupational therapy premises. This diversification necessitated the in-house training of occupational therapy staff. Since the hospital insurance commission would not pay for the programme until the HCH hired a registered occupational therapist to head it, the search for the elusive specialist – well-qualified occupational therapists in Canada were as scarce as hen’s teeth – continued until Douglas Flock, billed as one of the best practitioners in the country, was recruited from Quebec in 1969. The rehabilitation programme included tutoring in social skills, confidence building,
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practice in cooking and domestic management, and job training. Barteaux’s imaginative approach to rehabilitation is illustrated by the case of Lettice Edwards, whom he characterized as a paranoid schizophrenic. An eccentric, spirited woman from Sable River on the South Shore, Edwards had been committed to the Nova Scotia Hospital in 1953 by her equally eccentric mother. After 14 months and a suicide attempt, Edwards was transferred to the HCH where she languished for the next 12 years while waging a campaign of resistance by firing off some 300 letters requesting legal help in her relentless bid for freedom. None ever left the confines of the hospital where all outgoing mail addressed to public officials was censored. At this point, Barteaux agreed to permit Edwards to take a correspondence course in Canadian business law. Only after she successfully completed her course was she able to use her new knowledge to secure the help of a lawyer and obtain her discharge in 1967.79

For patients in transition or for those whose persistent, serious behavioural problems made them unlikely candidates for release into the community in the near future, another programme – the therapeutic community – was established with the intent of redefining patients’ relationships with their caregivers. This approach, pioneered in Great Britain and brought to North America by British-trained social psychiatrists, had been introduced at the Nova Scotia Hospital in the early 1960s. It was adopted in part at the HCH in the late 1960s and included group therapy sessions, the only kind of psychotherapy the hospital could afford. Designed to modify patients’ behaviour by motivating them and giving them more responsibility, patients were involved in a democratic form of problem solving, which included the establishment of a patients’ council and the production of a news-sheet written from their perspective.80 Since employment of patients as labourers in the various hospital departments was not seen to be therapeutic, it was phased out in 1970, at least temporarily.81 The therapeutic community required the cooperation of all staff members, from cleaner to medical officer, each of whom was expected to relate to the patients, as well as to each other, in a democratic and supportive fashion. Authoritarianism was outlawed; hierarchy was disguised. Upgrading the quality of the non-professional staff was therefore considered essential to the success of the programme, but inadequate salaries continued to pose a major problem. Staff complement also remained insufficient, something which the board could now blame on the dilatory hospital insurance commission, which refused to proclaim in a timely fashion a viable staff-patient ratio for the mental hospitals.82 Comparisons with resources available at other hospitals in the system underscored deficiencies at the HCH. For example, in the male maximum security ward at the Nova Scotia Hospital

79 Lettice Edwards, “I was sane but kept 14 years in a mental hospital against my will”, Chatelaine, May 1970, pp. 35, 90-4, 96-7; John Barteaux, interview by authors.
80 A description of the therapeutic and milieu aspects of the programme can be found in “A Proposed Psychiatric Programme for the Halifax County Hospital”, 5 March 1969, pp. 149-54 of the MacKeen Commission Report, 1970 and in Halifax County Hospital: A Handbook for Families, Friends and Visitors [1970]. The main influence on the HCH came from the therapeutic community schemes of Maxwell Jones, especially at Dingleton Hospital in Melrose, Scotland, where a number of Nova Scotian psychiatrists imbibed the atmosphere. Of Jones’ numerous book-length descriptions of his projects, the most useful is The Process of Change (Boston and London, 1982).
82 HCH, Minutes, 14, 15 April 1966, vol. 2, no. 1.
five attendants took care of 14 patients; at HCH there were three attendants for 51 patients. For those in charge of the hospital, the lack of an applicant pool for attendants forced them “to hire almost anyone who is willing to work” regardless of qualifications. Even these attendants stayed, on average, only a couple of weeks. According to a report in The 4th Estate, “Some of the staff . . . were probably just as sick as the patients”.

Because of the shortage and low quality of the staff, the volunteer services department remained a vital component of the hospital. By 1967, 49 different organizations contributed to the programmes supervised by the coordinator of volunteer activities. For the non-professional staff, who constituted the majority of employees, arguably the most important development of the 1960s was unionization. The first contract with the Canadian Union of Public Employees was signed in November 1967. While the hospital administration welcomed the union as a vehicle for improving the woefully inadequate salaries, it refused to be intimidated by the prospect of grievances, as evidenced by the dismissal of 22 employees, including 15 CUPE members, as part of a zero-tolerance policy in the aftermath of the Pinkerton investigation into the behaviour of staff members during their shifts.

As for the professional staff, it was not until public attention was focused on the hospital’s scandals that Marshall found the funds in 1968 to support more psychiatric services, including a full-time psychiatrist aided by regular part-time assistance from several government psychiatrists. Certainly the constructive critique embodied in the Report of the Royal Commission on the Halifax County Hospital, which had wide-ranging implications for the whole mental health system in Nova Scotia, attracted much-needed resources for the hospital. The number of registered nurses increased significantly and the reliance on unqualified nursing attendants diminished. Indeed, recruitment was so successful that, for the first time in the hospital’s experience, there was a waiting list for attendant positions. Under the guidance of an extremely sympathetic commissioner, the Honourable H.P. MacKeen, who had just stepped down as lieutenant governor, tragedy was turned into triumph, as he put it, and the institution seemed to be better prepared to undertake the challenges of the 1970s. In the process, however, HCH lost Superintendent Davies, who was scapegoated for the incidents which precipitated the royal commission as well as for undertaking major renovations of the erstwhile “dungeons” or “hell-holes” – ordered closed by Barteaux – without written authorization from the NSHIC. It also lost its reputation as Nova

88 HCH, Minutes, 29 June, 26 July, 2, 8, 16 August, 26 September and 15 November 1968, vol. 2, no. 1.
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Scotia’s best regional mental hospital and was relegated to third place after the Kings County Hospital, which had a more modern facility at Waterville, and the Halifax Mental Hospital (which was replaced by the new Abbie J. Lane Memorial Hospital in 1971); this left it superior only to the Cape Breton Hospital (see Table).91 With the benefit of hindsight this official downgrading can be seen as a preliminary to the institution’s elimination as a “health” facility. It also made it easier for the government to impose a whopping budget cut in the spring of 1970. As a result, Barteaux and the board feared that, after all the recent improvements, the hospital would be turned into “a boarding house with no psychiatric treatment” and they deplored the financial decisions of “the pencil pushers in the ivory towers”.92

The therapeutic community concept also lost some of its lustre.93 Staff feared that control of the hospital was shifting to the patients.94 Davies had been opposed to its implementation and so too had the male patients’ new head nurse, Frank Rogers, a first-rate recruit from England with psychiatric training. When Dr. Barteaux found that Rogers, by then director of nurses, would not support Flock’s rehabilitation therapy, he reluctantly had to let the nurse go. Barteaux himself ran up against the NSHIC administrators, who looked askance at a general practitioner assuming authority over psychiatrists in the running of the hospital. Although Barteaux willingly undertook a residency in psychiatry on the basis of his formative experience at the HCH, he found he was unable to continue his hospital duties and maintain control of the programme of care. Like Malcolm before him, he ran into difficulty with the board over lines of authority. As a result, a new medical director for the HCH, Dr. Everett Smith, was found among the psychiatrists at the Nova Scotia Hospital.95

Another blow to the therapeutic community occurred in 1970 when psychiatrist Dr. Wilkie Kushner, chief proponent of the model, who worked part-time at the HCH, realized he was wrong to think that his patients understood the concept of caring for each other. One patient pushed another into the now-fully accessible Bissett Lake on the hospital property, with the result that he drowned.96 Finally, some of the board members had great difficulty in accepting the mixing of the sexes in social activities, which common day rooms encouraged, even if they agreed with Barteaux that it was the patients’ illnesses, not their morals, that must receive priority. They were also offended by the low standard of housekeeping which ensued when patients were allowed to control their own living space.97

91 This was the opinion of Dr. Ralph Townsend, Marshall’s successor. See MacKeen Commission Report, p. 248. Dr. Everett Smith also thought the facility at Waterville was the best. See Everett Smith, interview by authors, Halifax, 2004. For a description of the Kings County Hospital see G. Tori Salter, “A Nova Scotia hospital that’s different”, Chronicle Herald, 16 April 1971, p. 7.


93 For the most scathing indictment of the therapeutic community approach to psychiatric treatment see part 1 of Ken Kesey’s 1962 fictional account of a mental hospital ward for men in his One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (Harmondsworth and New York, 1977), esp. pp. 47-57.

94 Survey of Halifax County Hospital by Simms, Rafuse and Townsend for the Hospital Insurance Commission, 1968, R.O. Jones Papers, box 45, file 7, DUA.

95 John Barteaux, interview by authors; Everett Smith, interview by authors.

96 For details concerning Townsend’s investigation, as inspector of municipal mental hospitals, of circumstances concerning several HCH patients, see 21 July 1970, RG 25, vol. 613, no. 4, NSARM.

The HCH in Limbo (1971-76)

The HCH was proud of its pioneering achievements in Nova Scotia: it was the first municipal mental hospital to launch a rehabilitation programme, employ a social worker, pursue community residence for patients and open an unsupervised rehabilitative ward.98 It also spearheaded the movement to establish a programme for severely retarded children and remove them from the mental hospitals to their own dedicated facilities.99 Moreover, by 1975 it was still the only psychiatric hospital in the province to promote and maintain sheltered workshops, which provided a non-threatening environment for people with mental disorders.100 After the events surrounding the royal commission, the hospital benefitted for the first time from a high-quality staff.101 Yet the years between the 1971 and 1976 were ones of great uncertainty for the HCH. Rumours that it was expendable within the mental health system, now presided over by Marshall’s successor, Dr. Ralph Townsend, were unsettling.102 It was just too close geographically to the Nova Scotia Hospital, itself in transition, to be able to maintain its customary role. In the meantime Leslie Havers, Davies’ successor as administrator, committed suicide in April 1971 and was succeeded, somewhat implausibly, by Percy Baker, erstwhile chair of the board and longtime municipal councillor.103 Baker remained in the post for 13 years, thereby overseeing the institution’s change of jurisdiction from health to social services and its new role as the Halifax County Regional Rehabilitation Centre. Baker won people’s admiration by his sheer tenacity – at least as a talker – but his lack of qualifications for the position did not go unremarked. He was a furrier by trade and laundry and dry cleaning specialist by experience and was rumoured to have a grade five or six education. He was certainly astute enough to garner some impressive salary increases for himself and, to silence his detractors, he successfully participated in a hospital management course.104 In 1974 Townsend attributed the hospital’s improvements to Baker, although he found his approach to staff too dictatorial. His concern for the patients’ comforts, however, was genuine. Indeed, as Townsend noted, “while in many ways he represents the old-type hospital superintendent who is paternalistic towards the patients, many of the patients in this institution require that kind of approach as they are retarded and child-like in character”.105 Medical director

100 Townsend memo to files, 24 April 1975, RG 25, vol. 613, no. 4, NSARM.
101 Everett Smith, interview by authors.
103 Many views exist about the circumstances surrounding Havers’ death: the reasons for it, the nature of it and the longer-term implications. See ex-patient F.H., interview by authors, Halifax, 2004. A certified nursing assistant who worked there both before and after it became a rehabilitation centre recalled hearing stories of the ghosts that supposedly haunted the buildings, including that of Havers who wandered the halls jangling his keys. See Glenna Conrad-Lopez, interview by authors, Dartmouth, 2004.
105 Townsend’s memo to files, 15 October 1974, item 6, RG 25, vol. 613, no. 4, NSARM.
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Everett Smith, who did not oppose Baker’s appointment, considered Baker to be a consummate politician and opined that if Baker had been well educated he could have become prime minister.106

Douglas Flock remained until 1972 the mainstay of the rehabilitation programme, developing job training and sheltered workshops (carpentry and printing mainly) in both the hospital and the city of Dartmouth. Then, as a result of his accounting practices and aggravating hubris, he ran afoul of Baker and others and was let go. His ensuing lawsuit for wrongful dismissal hung over the board until an out-of-court settlement was reached in 1975.107 Nonetheless, the hospital’s occupational therapy and rehabilitation programmes continued to attract interested and enthusiastic visitors from a number of institutions. In addition, its increasing and enforced association with the Nova Scotia Hospital, which was in the process of becoming a regional chronic care hospital in addition to maintaining its traditional role as the province’s acute care facility, was made more palatable by the favourable comparisons between the levels of their respective expertise in geriatrics and rehabilitation.108 Smith, who was intimately acquainted with both institutions during this transitional period, considered that the chronically ill received much better care at the HCH than at the Nova Scotia Hospital.109 Moreover, the hospital’s clinical staff took a lead in establishing group homes and an associated day-care programme. In the 1970s the HCH received accreditation from the Canadian Council on Hospital Accreditation, a guarantee that it met approved minimum hospital standards.110 The medical staff’s greatest achievement of the period was the opening of the last locked unit for psychotics, the maximum security ward and the discharge of the most “dangerous” of the lieutenant governor’s warrant cases. Considerable coaching was required to prepare intransigent, unsocialized patients for their encounter with the classification committee of the provincial department of social services. That the patients were able to rise to the occasion was evidence of the success of the “reality” therapy and role playing encouraged by Everett Smith, who trained them to present themselves well in order to maximize the likelihood of their being released.111

By the early 1970s, the patient population was becoming increasingly male as women were more readily accepted as community residents and as vehicular and industrial accidents caused more brain injuries. Privileges continued to grow as the government became cognizant of patients’ civil rights.112 Restricted visiting hours were ended in 1971 and the operation of a hospital bus to town was scheduled to accommodate patients’ needs.113 Some of the patients even went on camping trips.114

106 Everett Smith, interview by authors.
109 Everett Smith, interview by authors.
110 The CCHA was an industry not a government body. Developments are described in the HCH, Minutes, 1970-1975, vol. 2, nos. 2 and 3 and Minutes, Head of Departments, vol. 3, no. 2 as well as interview with Percy Baker and others, CHHFM.
111 Everett Smith, interview by authors.
113 HCH, Minutes, 9 September 1971, vol. 2, no. 2; Minutes, Heads of Departments, 17 April 1974, vol. 3, no. 2.
Opportunities for self-expression and cooperation included art competitions, participation in civic celebrations and the provision of schooling. Hospital employment in the various departments was reinstated for patients, and the better adjusted among them were formed into a uniformed escort service to accompany other patients off the hospital grounds. But as psychiatric patients they could never be entirely trusted. Shortly after a new patients’ library opened in 1974 fifty volumes went missing. The piano was kept locked between periods of authorized usage to protect it from abuse. The cutlery was carefully counted before and after meals. Panhandling or loitering in the front entrance of the building continued to be a constant feature whenever visitors appeared. Sections of the grounds, especially the lake and the woods, were now declared off limits. For its part, the elected patients’ council seems to have concentrated on trying to improve the food services, always a vital concern of the institutionalized. But even it had to be “re-motivated” from time to time. In 1974, third-year medical students taught by Everett Smith tellingly undertook a project on the “laziness” that institutionalized patients often exhibited.

The psychiatric role of the HCH ended in 1976, although it took time to transfer patients who were considered suitable for treatment back to the Nova Scotia Hospital. The fate of the remaining patients, “post-mentally ill and others who, in addition, are congenitally retarded”, was dependent upon the provincial government’s success in finding ways to cost-share the support of its helpless citizens with the federal government. In 1975 the province of New Brunswick negotiated as eligible for maintenance under the provisions of the Canada Assistance Plan “mental patients requiring long-term rehabilitation”. After due study, Nova Scotia also seized this opportunity and the financial responsibility for the HCH was transferred to the social services department – later renamed community services – which continued to operate it as a regional rehabilitation centre until 2002, at which time it was closed.

Epilogue

The residents of the HCH were assailed by many demons. Their illnesses were bad enough, but they also found that their most basic human rights were often in jeopardy. In the 1950s married women could not go for drives with their husbands unchaperoned because the administration wanted to avoid inconvenient pregnancies. Patients who went missing were pursued, captured and forcibly returned. For most of its history as a mental hospital, the patients’ mail was censored. The patients could not rely on the staff to treat them humanely, much to the administrator’s disgust.

115 Everett Smith, interview by authors.
118 Townsend to Committee on Psychiatric Services, 18 November 1975, RG 25, vol. 617, no. 7, NSARM.
119 Alberta Lynch, interview by authors.
120 Havers told the Royal Commission that the patients’ outgoing mail was censored. In 1969 this practice stopped, with exceptions, but the patients were still required to open incoming parcels in front of staff. See transcripts of Royal Commission hearings, HCH, vol. 6, no. 10 and Minutes of Standards Committee, 6 January 1969. The HCH’s concern with outgoing patient communications was reflected in disapproval of some of the content in the patients’ news-sheet, The Harbour Light, as “insulting to the Board and staff”. See HCH, Minutes, 24 October 1969, vol. 2, no. 2.
In response to the executive secretary of the Nova Scotia Federation of Labour, who suggested that an employee dismissed in 1967 for abusing patients should be given a second chance, board chairman Baker denied the request on the ground “that patients do not get the second chance and many of them never get the first chance . . . there is no such thing as second chances when dealing with mental patients . . . we are not talking about pieces of machinery here – but people”.121 Even after the transition from a hospital with certified patients to a rehabilitation centre for voluntary residents, the population remained vulnerable to assaults on their citizenship. Shortly before the provincial election in 1978, the Progressive Conservative party attempted unsuccessfully to delete the names of 174 residents from the voters’ list. One of the 174 wrote: “I feel that this was an insult to my intelligence, and my status as a free human being living in a democratic society. . . . There is still such a stigma attached to the term Mental Illness, that it is very difficult for a person who has been treated in a Hospital or Rehabilitation Centre, to break out in the community and try to obtain his self respect, dignity, and return to his former status as a free person who has had some difficulty in the past to cope with the problems that has [sic] occurred in his life”.122

The common thread that runs through the various phases of the history of the HCH is the grim economic reality posed by penny-pinching municipal and provincial authorities who found it all too easy to ignore the financial needs of an institution that cared for the powerless. Baker repeatedly deplored the low salaries paid to workers and claimed with his typical hyperbole that pay was so low it was “driving young girls to prostitution and young boys to breaking and entering”.123 More tellingly, when the minimum wage was first proclaimed in 1965, it affected the income of over 25 per cent of the HCH staff.124 While as a councillor Baker was a party to the financial policies he criticized, he did not hesitate to refer to the county council as “cheap and miserly” when they refused to pay for a recognition banquet for the volunteers on whom the HCH depended.125

We would be mistaken if we were to believe that the displays of frustration by Baker and other board members and administrators were contained within the board room and available to us only in the minutes we read as historians. In reality they were part of a deliberate public relations strategy. Until the proceedings of the MacKeen commission were underway, the board meetings of the HCH were routinely open to the press.126 Publicity which placed the HCH in the public eye could have its advantages as well as its disadvantages. On the positive side, government coffers were

121 HCH, Minutes, 14 April 1967, vol. 2, no. 1.
122 Letter of an anonymous resident to Personnel and Community Relations Coordinator, Halifax County Regional Rehabilitation Centre [September 1978], in Baker to Townsend, 15 September 1978, RG 25, vol. 613, no. 4, NSARM.
123 HCH, Minutes, 13 September 1966 and 16 August 1968 (quotation), vol. 2, no. 1.
124 HCH, Minutes, 12 March 1965, vol. 1, no. 5.
126 Neither Barteaux nor Davies approved of the presence of the press as they explained in their testimony before the Royal Commission. See transcripts of hearings, HCH, vol. 6, no. 10. Baker had always been a supporter because he felt the press “made the politicians jump”. See HCH, Minutes, 20 May 1970, vol. 2, no. 2.
sometimes opened following publication in the press of the board’s complaints. On the negative side, the HCH was, unlike the other hospitals, frequently in the news, making it appear to be the place where suicides, pregnancies, mistreatment and staff problems uniquely occurred. Other institutions tended not to air their dirty linen in public and, as a result, escaped both the rewards and the censure.

For the HCH, however, the rewards were few. As most policy analysts – historians and otherwise – have concluded, mental health services have always received the lowest priority when it comes to the allocation of scarce resources, a vulnerability which Clyde Marshall described as being “behind the eight ball”. Mental health was just not a popular cause. It was not easy to love the chronically crazy. When John Barteaux suggested in 1967 that only 10 per cent of the patients at the Halifax County Hospital had a friend or family member who showed a modicum of interest in their welfare, he underscored a well-known fact that helps to explain the political irrelevance of the insane and the injustices endured by the Lettice Edwardses of Nova Scotia. Not only were local patients neglected, but immigrant patients were also ignored. Ivan Trotz’s story of speechless solitude, which became public in 1971, is a case in point. A Russian speaker, he had been a patient at the HCH for 16 years after spending 13 years in the Nova Scotia Hospital. Attempts to deport him as a psychotic alien had apparently failed in the 1940s and it was only when Baker found someone who could speak his language that Trotz was finally, at the age of 71, given a chance to overcome his paranoia after being assured that he would not be returned to the Soviet Union. Again and again members of the Canadian Mental Health Association attributed popular perceptions and political neglect to an entrenched stigma that mental illness seemingly could not escape. Shunned by the rest of society, including family members and prospective employers, and repeatedly institutionalized, many chronically mentally ill persons had no means of becoming economically self-sufficient. State functionaries often thought of them as per diem charges under successive pieces of legislation: municipal poor law and mental hospital acts, provincial social assistance and hospital insurance acts, and the federal Canada Assistance Plan. Since only the “curable” were treated under the provisions of the provincial health system, the story of the chronically, seriously mentally ill and the facilities to which they were confined is part of the saga of the welfare system in Nova Scotia.

127 Baker called press conferences to ensure that the hospital got media coverage. See John Barteaux, interview by authors.
128 Clyde Marshall, interview by Judith Fingard, Halifax, 1985, audio tape, no. 198539, Film and Sound Archives, NSARM. Alexander H. Leighton, renowned as a psychiatric epidemiologist, has been closely following the evolution of mental health policy in Nova Scotia for 60 years. With respect to the lack of resources, he wrote in 1984 “the fatal trilogy of over-crowding, inadequate staffing and under-financing has produced incompetent and damaging institutions with the regularity of moon and sun producing tides”. See “Barriers to Adequate Care for Mentally Ill People”, Social Science Medicine 18, 3 (1984), pp. 237-41. For a discussion of problems in another Canadian jurisdiction, see Harvey G. Simmons, Unbalanced: Mental Health Policy in Ontario, 1930-1989 (Toronto, 1990).
APPENDIX
Hospital Administration 1940-1976

1. Province of Nova Scotia, Department of Health
   a) Inspector of Humane Institutions
      1947-1955 I.J. MacRitchie (general practitioner)
      1955-1968 Clyde S. Marshall (neurologist)
      1968-1976+ F. Ralph Townsend (psychiatrist)
   b) Director/Administrator of Mental Health Services Division (initially Division of Neuropsychiatry)
      1969-1976+ F.R. Townsend
   c) Director of Psychiatric Hospitals, Hospital Insurance Commission
      1968-1976+ F.R. Townsend

2. Municipality of Halifax County, Halifax County Hospital management
   a) Tenders and Public Property Committee 1940-1952
   b) Welfare Committee 1952-1960
   c) Board of Management, Halifax County Hospital 1960-1976+
      Chair of the Board
      1940-1952 W.J. Dowell (county warden)
      1952-1953 Ross E. Dauphinee (county councillor)
      1953-1959 P.S. Ferguson (county councillor)
      1959-1961 Granville Snair (county councillor)
      1961-1971 Percy S. Baker (county councillor)

3. Halifax County Hospital administration
   a) Supervisor/Administrator (CEO)
      1940-1946 J. Frank Smith (municipal home administrator)
      1946-1959 Edward V. Smith (registered nurse)
      1959-1969 Eric J. Davies (hospital administrator)
      1969-1971 Leslie Havers (registered nurse)
      1971-1976+ Percy S. Baker (municipal politician)
   b) Chief Medical Officer/Medical Director/Clinical Director
      1940-1947 Peter O. Hebb (general practitioner)
      1947-1950 Charles Lamont (general practitioner)
      1950-1966 Frank Malcolm (general practitioner)
      1966-1970 John W. Barteaux (general practitioner)
      1970-1971 Everett A. Smith (psychiatrist)
      1971-1974 Waheedul Haque (psychiatrist)
      1974-1976 Everett A. Smith
   c) Matron/Director of Nursing
      1940-1945 Mamie Smith (registered nurse)
      1945-1965 Vera Smith (registered nurse)
      1966-1969 Leslie Havers (registered nurse)
      1969-1970 Frank Rogers (registered nurse)
      1970-1976+ Helen Hemsworth (registered nurse)